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Abstract

• In order to access the many online tools for educators and students offered by 

a prominent educational enterprise, consumers used various portals and 

platforms, each with different user stores. 

• This global enterprise wanted improved user experience while preserving 

robust security and its legacy applications and infrastructure. 

• Deploying a federated identity hub supporting WAM, Federation, and SSO 

initiatives with integrated identity information enabled users to sign in to one 

platform and enjoy a seamless experience across all business units.

K-12, Higher Ed,
Continuing Ed



IT Trends Affecting the Enterprise’s IAM Strategy

• Movement to Cloud

• Security-Focus/Investment 

• BYOD/BYOI

• Privacy

• Mobility

• Big Data

• Wireless

• Emerging technology

(e.g., blockchain)
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Reduce 
Costs

Increase 
Scalability

Improve 
Quality of 

Service

Improve 
Compliance

• Flexible pricing models (cost per transaction as opposed to “per managed 

identity”) dramatically reduce cost of managing various end user constituencies;

• Less infrastructure to manage, maintain, patch and scale reduces the overall IT 

footprint for hardware and software as well as IT staffing costs.

• IAM in the cloud can make it faster and cheaper to scale within regions and 

across the globe

• Well-defined Service Level Agreements with cloud IAM providers can better 

enable a consistent, demonstrable quality of IAM services across the organization

• With proper governance, a move to the cloud can 

• streamline application development costs associated with user 

authentication and authorization;

• Eliminate stovepipe solutions and improving regulatory compliance.

Why Cloud-based IAM Matters



Project Overview
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Identify the current state as well 
as the business drivers and future-
state requirements of the future-
state IAM environment and 
processes

Identify areas for improvement as 
defined by the gaps between the 
current-state IAM architecture, 
processes, and practices, and the 
required/desired future state

Develop the strategic IAM 
architecture for addressing gaps 
between the current and desired-
state and key functional 
requirements—recommendations 
will be based on industry best 
practices, industry trends, and 
what other like-industry 
organizations are doing to deploy 
IAM infrastructure of similar 
complexity

Develop a strategic deployment 
road map depicting the sequence 
and dependencies of actions 
required for achieving the desired 
IAM capabilities
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40+ Stakeholders 
interviewed

25+ Enterprise documents 
reviewed

Leveraged our-

• IAM Reference 
Framework

• IAM Subject Matter 
Expertise – 30 years 
experience with IDAM 
strategy and 
implementation
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Gaps identified and 
ranked

Specific 
Recommendations 
developed

Phased Conceptual  IAM 
Architecture

Preliminary Road Map



Starting Customer Facing IAM Maturity Level

Maturity Level Definition 

Level 1 — Initial /

Ad Hoc

Processes are ad-hoc, undocumented and 

disconnected but no formal program is in place

Level 2 —

Developing/Reactive

The vision is outlined and management buy-in is 

secured; requirements are assessed, 

responsibilities are assigned and an 

implementation plan is in place; gaps are 

identified; and communications and education 

programs roll out across the organization. 

Level 3 —

Defined/Proactive

Goals, practices and performance metrics are fully 

defined; processes are standardized, integrated, 

documented and implemented; and a formal 

governance and compliance 

model is in place. 

Level 4 — Managed 

Processes are part of the culture and are an 

integral, inseparable part of ongoing operations 

and decision making; performance is highly 

predictable. 

Level 5 — Optimized 

Processes are fully mature; all investments and 

decisions are linked; and feedback from 

stakeholders is used to adjust and continually 

improve processes as people, technology and 

business requirements change and opportunities 

arise. 

Level 2Level 1 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Organizing for transition

Inefficient Ability to Manage Incidents Efficient

Business Value

Ef
fi

ca
cy

Maturity Capability Scale

Today

Residu
al Risk

Control 
Efficiency

By 2017



Gaps: Hurdles to Address

• Authoritative data – no single view of a customer (student, teacher, etc.)

– Across lines of business, learning systems

– Through progression from K-12 through Higher Education, Continuing Education

• Difficulty managing student data in accordance with regional privacy laws around the globe

• Multiple SSO solutions across business units

• Multiple directories

• Multiple authentication policies and methods

• Inconsistent password policies

• Coarse-grained authorization default

– Manually intensive to implement finer-grained authorization

• Complicated, application-specific user management

– Provisioning, de-provisioning

• Arduous access governance



 Infrastructure Design

 Process Modelling

 Policy & Controls Definition Contextual Vision & 
Strategy

 Architecture

 Roles & Responsibilities

 Planning & Budgeting

 Technology Selection & 
Implementation

 Identity Governance & 
Entitlement processes

 Communications

 Governance Forum

 Delegations, 
Mandates & 
Segregations

 Risk Assessment & 
Management

 Executive support

Recommendation of IAM as a Program, not a Project

Govern

Run

Build

Plan



Key Recommendation – Identity Data Service

Gartner Definition:

• The identity data services interface is defined as the logical set of policies, guidelines, tools, 
and interfaces (such as protocols and APIs) used for general purpose access to the identity 
information in a domain. 

• As such, the interface provides an abstraction of the functionality of identity data service 
components and will be the primary interface point for identity-enabled applications, services, 
and administrative consoles. 

– By clearly defining this boundary, the consumption of identity can be greatly simplified. 

– Applications can benefit from having a consistent set of interface functions to leverage and from no 
longer having to bear the burden of knowing the proprietary or idiosyncratic details of the underlying 
identity components‘ local interfaces. 

– Administration can benefit because policies can be defined around a common, consistent identity 
model. 

• Essentially, the identity data services interface acts as the catalog of all approved means of 
interacting with the identity infrastructure, and provides a mechanism to control and enforce 
policy on all application interactions with the infrastructure.



Global Identity Data Service

• Attributes are key: 

– User identity data (attributes) will continue to be 

keys to proper authorization 

– Attributes must be authoritatively sourced

and protected from misuse

– Privacy laws must be supported

– Distributing sensitive user attributes throughout the 

enterprise and cloud environments must be done 

carefully 

• Identity ownership goes to the individual (Bring Your Own 

Identity): 

– Federation approaches such as OpenID Connect, 

OAuth and SAML are critical

– Emerging focus on block chain technology further 

drives user self-identification

– Loose-coupling of identity management will 

become more important to enable BYOI even for 

‘enterprise users’, not just B2C

Identity Data

ID Data 

Abstraction

BYOI

Federation

Self 

Identification

IAM in the Cloud



“Federated Identity based on Virtualization”* as the Linchpin of 

Identity Data Services



High Level Timeline from Planning to Production



Business Benefits of Improved Customer-Facing IAM

 Improved user experience by:
 Timely and standardized creation and management of access capabilities

 Global access to learning environment regardless of current location

 Cost containment via:
 Automation of significant manual operations related to user account management and password resetting

 Streamlined compliance auditing and reporting

 The establishment of a secure, scalable, global identity service that can be easily configured to support evolving usage patterns 
(i.e., ‘future proof’)

 More rapid application development through the use of consumable IAM services

 Elimination of the dependency on any one user repository, such as AD as use cases, standards and best practices continue to 
evolve

 Improved security through: 
 Consistency of applications’ user authentication and authorization functions

 More reliable and granular authorization through attribute based access control (ABAC) in addition to group-based access control

 Trusted, stable user data supporting run-time access controls

 Global privacy regulation compliance



Overview: Identity requirements to support SSO on the cloud

• The need for secure cloud access and Single Sign On (SSO) is driving the requirement 

to unify your identity on-premises and/or in a cloud directory and the two best cloud 

candidates are right now Azure  and /or AWS.

• You need an identity hub that is capable of creating a global reference image of your 

identity data. That global identity image can then be used to populate and kept in 

sync with Azure AD or an LDAP directory on AWS with the appropriate identity 

information.

• RadiantOne creates a global reference image of identity, and then help to migrates it to 

Azure AD or another cloud directory. It then keeps your cloud and on-premises identity 

sources synchronized.



The application drivers: Current environment and its evolution



Identity must be stored and managed from the cloud as well



Populating and Syncing to Azure AD: 

Microsoft Recommended Approach – Consolidation into one AD Domain/Forest

• Large enterprises and organizations (without even talking about M&A situations), tend to have 
multiple forests with Multiple AD Domains.

• Microsoft recommended approach is to consolidate into one AD domain, that can then be 
synched into the cloud, using Azure                     AD Connect.

• Not only does this require serious heavy lifting, it also doesn’t address what to do with all of the 
non-Microsoft identity sources /users (LDAP, Databases, API’s) across the enterprise.



Sync’ing Cloud Identities: targets and workflow



Challenge - How does the cloud app maintain its own identity 

information in sync with the authoritative identity?



Challenge – Mapping identifiers for Same User Accounts to 

Support SSO



Identity Correlation and Global View provide a reference image



RadiantOne creates global profiles that can be provisioned to 

each app (and then kept in sync)



ICS Codeless Synchronizing and Provisioning using rules engine 



RadiantOne Supports Seamless AD password sync – without having to 

deploy a password filter on each domain controller



• Two steps for enabling Azure AD to act as your IdP while delegating user 

authentication to their authoritative source on-premises:

1.Upload a global, unique reference list of identities into Azure AD (using RadiantOne ICS). 

This is the reference image for identifying users to whom you will grant SSO to cloud 

applications. 

• The first step is identification, or finding the user entry that needs to be authenticated. So all users 

must be uniquely identified in Azure AD.

2.Once a user is identified in Azure AD, Azure AD delegates the credential checking operation 

to  your on-premise authoritative sources (with RadiantOne CFS or another Identity Provider, 

such as ADFS).

• The second step is credential checking. Azure AD can support different authentication validation 

methods, but for enterprise users, passwords are still heavily used.

Two Step Process for Synchronized/Federated Accounts in Azure AD



Requirements for a Reference List to Sync to the Cloud



AWS-specific consideration: directory and identity storage 

• On Azure, Azure AD is the directory.

• On AWS, there are multiple candidates for the directory, including AD.

• With RadiantOne you get HDAP, the Big Data Directory designed for the cloud.

HDAP



RadiantOne Federated Identity Service

• The RadiantOne Identity Service is made of two main parts:
– An integration layer based on virtualization

• Identity aggregation and correlation

• Mapping and translation logic

• Advanced distributed join

• Group rationalization

• Modeling application-specific virtual views

– A storage layer 
• Highly Available Directory Access Protocol (HDAP)

– Based on big data technologies, offering high scalability, high availability 
through large clusters 

– Fully LDAP compatible with a modern architecture

– HDAP can  scale linearly to support hundreds of millions of users and complex 
queries.

– Minimal maintenance fees relative to legacy LDAP directories

Integration Layer

HDAP

Storage



RadiantOne FID – High Level Deployment Architecture



Standard RadiantOne AWS Deployment Architecture



Summary - RadiantOne Components

• Federation Layer
• SAML, WS*, OpenID Connect, Oauth

• Identity Virtualization and Integration Layer
• Access via LDAP, SCIM, SPML, SQL, REST, 

SOAP
• Connect to LDAP, SQL, Web 

Services, APIs, SPML, SCIM, Legacy
• Consumer specific views

• Simple Correlation 
and Disambiguation

• Identity Hub and Synchronization Layer
• Identity Hub based on RDBMS
• Sophisticated Correlation and Disambiguation
• Synchronization across legacy and cloud systems



• Simplify the Move the O365 and Other Cloud Apps
– There is a lot of focus on federating user access, but you also need to federate your identities! Have a single logical place to authenticate users and 

retrieve a rationalized view of groups.

– Use the global reference image to provision to cloud applications.

• Host and Provision identity on the cloud
– Host on Azure AD

– Host on AWS:

• HDAP on AWS

• Other LDAP on AWS

• AD on AWS

• Save time by simplifying the management of users and groups
– Adding new user populations quickly w/o requiring changes to many applications.

– Move to data-driven groups and reduce static group management.

• Address custom data requirements
– Customizations/computations can be done at the RadiantOne layer, not at each application, letting them focus on the services they provide.

– Each application can have their own “virtual view” (specific mappings, computations, attributes).

• Maximize your ROI for non-Cloud Apps
– Re-use the Federated Identity Service layer for other initiatives:

• Other applications (e.g. Cisco Unified  Communications Manager, Qumu, SiteMinder, Salesforce, SharePoint…etc.)

Conclusion


